Wild Animal Adoptions

Note to Donor:
Ocean Blue is planting trees, native plants, protecting wildlife and beyond. Your donation will go to the area of habitat requested by your choice of animal adoption. Many animals we can protect by planting trees, lowering runoff pollution, and removing plastic from beaches.

When you would like to protect an animal like a grey wolf or grey fox this becomes more complex but very vital to saving wild animals. When protection is more than planting a tree Ocean Blue works on policy change to protect animals. We are focusing on placing the grey wolf of Oregon back on the Endangered Species Act and your help is needed.

Adopt A Wild Animal Today! With your adoption you will be informed of the impact you have made through newsletters annually.

Donations Amounts are between $.005 dollars to $5,000 dollars per Adoption.

All donation are tax deductible and you will be emailed a tax receipt for your records.

Donations Link: